
SCOUTING

E
very summer, the EKPP meets at the Doux de Coly to 
continue its exploration of this long underwater cave. This 
year, however, preliminary dives revealed that conditions 

were not suitable for further exploration. 

Anticipating less than ideal conditions at Doux de Coly, Plan 
B was put into play: the exploration of the Source de Vis cave, 

located about 300 kilometers southeast of Doux de Coly. A few 
weeks earlier, EKPP divers had penetrated 1,500 meters into the 
cave to determine what the requirements were for a full-scale 
project at the Source de Vis. Since we knew little about prevailing 
conditions in this system (visibility, flow, or another exploration 
team), a scouting team composed of Wido Langemheen, Viktor 
Horvath, and I was sent to reconnoiter the site. We left at six in 
the morning for the 600-kilometer trek to the cave.



Four and a half hours later, we parked our car near the walking 
trail leading to the cave. After grabbing some equipment—dry 
suits, cameras, and lights—we made our way down the rocky 
pathway. The walk is spectacular, as the trail makes its way along 
the Vis River. With little equipment, the walk only took us about 
15 minutes. On arrival we were delighted to see that there were 
no other divers present. Viktor, having been there before, led 
us to the entrance, a small crack in the wall. From there, we 
climbed down and entered a small room that led to a tiny pool. 
The dimensions of the entrance, the room, and the pool were 
breathtaking—everything was so small. I could hardly imagine 
how the team would manage to get all the necessary gear down 
into this tiny space, get organized, and get dressed. I shot some 
video footage and we took a look at the water in the pool—the 
level was high enough and the water crystal clear. Donning our 
dry suits, we took a dip in the pool and checked around the 
corner. We concluded that conditions were optimal. Returning 
to the car we made the long drive back to relay the good news 
to the rest of the team. At base camp, we enthusiastically shared 
our findings and video footage with the team. The decision was 
made! We would leave early the next morning.

TRANSPORTATION

When we arrived the next day, temperatures were already 
high—around 41 degrees Celsius. After securing a suitable spot 
on the narrow road to park their car, team members started 
unloading gear. An enormous amount of equipment had to be 
transported to the small entrance of the cave and, from there, 

into the small chamber. We used big backpacks for transporting 
the stage cylinders, handcars for doubles and rebreather frames, 
and old-fashioned cylinder backpacks for the scooters. The walk 
down the small and rocky path was long, steep, and hot. The 
caravan of people going up and down the trail, carrying a variety 
of equipment on their backs, was impressive. At the end of the 
trail, near a refreshing waterfall, the pile of diving equipment 
started to grow. Though sweating and drinking liters of water, 
team members seemed happy and excited about the location 
and the dives ahead. Everyone made the walk a couple of times, 
first carrying a scooter, then a backpack stuffed with regulators 
or light heads and canisters. 

Once most of the gear had been moved to the cave entrance, 
Reinhard Buchaly briefed the team. After covering a number 
of logistical and procedural issues, it was decided that the rest 
of the day would be spent moving the gear into the small, dry 
room inside the cave. It was also decided that setup dives would 
be carried out the following day, with the exploration and survey 
dive following the day after that. To speed up the hauling of gear 
from the small plateau under the entrance to the inside room, 
we organized a line of people. Not without a few bumps along 
the road, we managed to move the gear in a reasonable amount 
of time. The crack was just wide enough for one person and the 
space from the crack into the room was even smaller. This made 
moving scooters, doubles, and rebreather frames into the cave a 
feat of ingenuity. 

There were some funny moments as well. Michael Waldenbrenner, 



for instance, got stuck between a rock and a rebreather frame, 
after which we decided to leave him and start the barbecue. The 
equipment barely fit between the small walls of the crack leading 
down and we all worked like madmen to get the gear moved. It 
was strange, crawling down the crack into the room in t-shirts, 
shorts, and shoes, only to see people working there in fleece and 
coats. This was the result of a temperature drop inside the dry 
cave of at least 20 degrees Celsius. In the small area of the dry 
cave, everything was organized as well as possible—gas lamps 
were placed along the path to the pool and equipment was 
prepared and tested for tomorrow’s setup dives. The long and 
tiring day ended with food at the campsite near the cars. A few 
team members stayed behind at the cave entrance to guard the 
gear inside. Finally, everybody enjoyed some rest.

SETUP

The second day was a setup day. While the rebreather divers 
assembled and checked their gear, other team members ferried 
stages, scooters, and other equipment to the appropriate locations 
in the cave itself. 

My main job was to video-document the whole project, and 
though I had put together a detailed script for Doux de Coly, I 
did not have one for Source de Vis. It had been our back-up plan 
and now I had to improvise. Three team members volunteered 
to help with lighting. Together with Viktor, I first went on a dive 

to get a feel for the cave and to look for good spots for the next 
day’s filming. I instructed Viktor a little on what I needed him to 
do: he had to place the video lights and, of course, had to shoot 
some nice footage of the cave. It was already a challenge to put 
on my own gear in the small pool area; there was barely space 
for two people to do so in the water. 

As I descended, the calm and familiar feeling of cave diving 
enveloped me: the water was crystal clear and the uneven cave 
walls yielded the typical, 3-D feeling associated with cave diving. 
These effects were amplified by the 50-W HID video light Viktor 
was carrying as he swam before me. The Source de Vis cave is 
not a straight tunnel, but is winding and has some very nice 
restrictions. We shot some footage of support divers hauling stages 
and scooters through the main restriction and then followed the 
cave until we reached our maximum depth. On the way back, 
we shot some more footage of this beautiful cave. 

Upon surfacing, Viktor shouted that he wanted to take a 50-W 
HID on all his cave dives; he was amazed what a big light could 
do to an underwater cave environment. 

In the evening, we looked at our day’s footage. It was the first 
time I had filmed high-definition in a cave and was curious to 
see the results. We were not disappointed: the footage provided 
a fine representation of the beautiful characteristics of the Source 
de Vis underwater.



PUSH DIVE

The third morning, a video team of Jutta Arens, Joerg 
Schwerdtfegerg, Viktor, and I assembled its gear early. Because of 
the limited space available in the pool, we had to be ready and out 
of the way before the rebreather divers put on their gear. We did 
our checks and left to take up our first film position just outside 
the main restriction. Michael Waldbrenner, Reinhard Buchaly, 
and Michael Brusdeilins began their morning with their usual 
breakfast of pasta and then entered the pool right after the video 
group descended. Unfortunately, because of the limited working 
area, Brusdeilins ripped his dry suit and had to cancel the dive. 
Naturally, given all the preparation, he was quite upset. After 
some maneuvering, Buchaly and Waldbrenner managed to gear 
up, do their checks, and leave for the restriction. I filmed them 
coming through the restriction and was amazed by their ease 
and control coming out of the restriction with their bulky 2 x 
20-L setups (they both dived a single rebreather as they planned 
a relatively short dive). 

Behind the restriction was a pebble slope where Buchaly and 
Waldbrenner stopped to collect their stages, reels, and scooters. 
A few last checks and they were on their way, disappearing into 
a faraway tunnel. We followed them until a depth of 45 meters, 
from where they would begin their survey. Using a depth gauge 
and a compass at even intervals, Buchaly wrote down heading, 
depth, and time in his wet-notes to create a profile of the cave. 
Arriving at our maximum depth, at the top of a big tunnel leading 
straight down, we could just barely see their light signals below. 
I filmed this last sign of them and started swimming back to 
the exit with the rest of the video team. We had been in the 10 
degrees Celsius water for about three hours. 

The dive was going very well for the two rebreather divers. 
The cave made its way at a depth of about 70 meters. After 45 

minutes, it went shallower, 
finally reaching 27 meters in 
about one hour. Switching to a 
gas suitable for this depth, they 
followed the beautiful conduit 
until the limit for the shallow 
gas was reached (85 minutes) 
then switched to a deep trimix. 
Following the line laid by 
Patrick Bolagno, they reached 
its end at 133 minutes into 
the dive. Waldbrenner then 
started laying new line, with 
Buchaly surveying behind 
him. The cave dropped down 
again and by 145 minutes into 
the dive, Waldbrenner had laid 
500 meters of new line. At this 
point the dive was terminated 
because they did not want to 
use any of their bailout gas. 
The return trip went a lot 
faster, as they didn’t have to 
lay line or make notes. They 

reached their first decompression stop at a depth of 66 meters 
after 210 minutes where they began their decompression using 
the standard EKPP gasses. This decompression was relatively 
short because of the lack of a habitat and, after a total dive time 
of 379 minutes and a maximum depth of 104 meters, they 
surfaced in the pool. 

As soon as Waldbrenner was back in the dry part of the cave, I 
did a small interview with him on video, and although he was 
enthusiastic and patient as always, I could see that he was tired. 
I decided not to interview him anymore so he could rest and eat 
some of the warm food prepared by the support team. While this 
was happening, gear was being moved out of the cave. The Italian 
team of Andrea Marassich and Alessandro Fenu was speeding 
up the process by working hard underwater; unbelievably, by 
the end of the day everything was out of the cave and back at 
the parking lot. 

Looking back on this project, it makes me wonder how it was 
possible to achieve such results in such a small timeframe. The 
answer? Teamwork, clear procedures, good choice of gases and 
equipment, and a lot of enthusiasm. In my opinion, a project 
like this shows what DIR is all about and what an international 
group of 23 people can achieve.

The movie I produced about the Source de Vis project can 
be viewed and ordered on DVD at http://www.ekpp.org/
imagesvideo/vid-source-de-vis06_08.html.




